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Thoughts from Our Clergy
We hope you and all your loved ones are healthy and safe and well. This has
been an unprecedented and challenging time, not only for our community but
for the entire world.
It feels like just yesterday we were gathered as a community, exchanging
hugs, kisses, and handshakes. What were once normal, expected, even sought
after displays of affection are now dangerous and anxiety provoking.
How do we make sense of the new social norm? How do those of us who crave
and thrive on touch and connection with others find a new way to be fulfilled,
satisfied, and balanced?
Everyone has been impacted by our new reality.
Families with kids who relied on childcare so they could work - or just to have
some time to themselves - now feel stretched with no real break from the
demands of work and of keeping their children safe and educated. As we move
into a summer vacation time when, normally, our kids would be scheduled for
summer activities and camps, the reality continues to perplex and challenge.
Empty nesters who once had the freedom of movement to go to their favorite
restaurants, to shop for groceries without fear, and to spend time with friends
now have to schedule grocery delivery, visits via Zoom, FaceTime, or phone
calls. Many are staying at home awaiting an end to the severity of these
prudent restrictions.
And our single folks, who relied on communal activities for social interaction,
now find themselves more physically alone then perhaps they ever have been.
We haven’t even addressed the families who are experiencing new financial
stresses, who may not have the financial means or technical capability to
access the miraculous technology that connects us.
For one reason or another we all miss the way things were.
And yet, we are also stunned by some of the incredible gifts and silver linings.
Now, more than ever, we are becoming clearer about our priorities: who is
most important in our lives, which institutions nourish us; and, hopefully,
we’ve begun to see the way our tradition strengthens us, helping us move
through and even perhaps to thrive in times of difficulty like these.
Our tradition teaches that Kol Yisrael Arevim Zeh Lazeh, “All of Israel are
responsible one for another,” or, more literally, we are ‘intertwined with one
another.’ We learn from this that we must take great care of one another. In a
time like this, in a community like ours, the decision is clear. We must do
everything possible to safeguard the physical health and safety of every
member of our community.
We recognize that this is a difficult reality. While we never seek to minimize
our very real and present suffering, we also take pause and realize that our
people have overcome and lived through horrors and times of persecution
that, at the very least, match the difficulty of today’s times. We are uplifted,
invigorated, energized, and hopeful knowing that, as a people, we have the
spiritual and practical tools to weather the greatest storms of history. As our
people have done for millennia before us, we too will come out on the other
side of this stronger, smarter, and more connected. We will be better
prepared for the future when this inevitably passes.

Gam Ze Ya’avor - This too shall pass. This is the wisdom of our tradition. It’s a
wisdom that holds equally for good and less good times. In times of difficulty
and darkness, it helps us remember that good times will come, the sun will come
out tomorrow. We know this for sure. And, in times of joy and happiness, we
know not to take it for granted, that we must savor each moment. It’s why we
celebrate the good, internalizing it, giving thanks for it, blessing it, because we
know it will not last forever; there will also be difficult days.
This is the balanced approach our tradition asks us to take. Life is sweet and
bitter. That’s not a good or a bad thing, it’s the truth. For our tradition to guide
us, it needs to be aligned with the truth of our reality, not
pollyannaish, but helping us respond to whatever comes up.
In the coming days, weeks, and months, as this continues to unfold and we learn
how to better navigate a safe way through, we look for your feedback,
suggestions, and participation in bringing the best of ourselves to our
community. We need each other now more than ever. The quote from the
eloquent sermon given by Emma Friedman, ‘everyone counts in our tradition.’
And everyone counts in our community, too.
The CBE board and clergy are committed to making the best possible decisions
for our community. We seek to uphold our faith’s principles of preserving and
safeguarding life above all else, keeping our community members’ best interest
in mind as we make decisions.
So, again, we ask what can you contribute? What skills can you offer? What time
can you allot? What bounty can you contribute?
Let’s not live to regret how we respond to this crisis. Let’s be proud of the
opportunities we take to guard our health and to give what we know we can
spare. What seems small to you could help others tremendously.
So we ask for your help in three ways:
Get in touch with our caring community committee to see how you can
pitch in on connecting with folks who need that. They may need help
getting groceries, or even just a call once in a while.
Consider how you might be able to increase your financial commitments
to help sustain and invest into the future. As we adapt to the reality, we
will surely need to re-invest in infrastructure.
Offer your congregation the gift of your expertise, ideas, and
enthusiasm. How will you contribute to enhance the offerings for our
membership and the community at large? We need your help in
developing or offering educational opportunities and social action
programming, leading worship services, and connecting us with
opportunities for engaging speakers, performers, and teachers. Share
what you look for from your Jewish life and inspire others. In this age of
virtual services and events, we want you to share your technical
expertise too so that we can enhance our experiences.
Yes, this time in our lives is especially difficult. But we are here for each other.
Our community truly cares. Whatever the future holds, this too shall pass.
Together, we can make sure that we come out on the other side stronger, more
connected, and better prepared for the future.
Beth El, we’ve got this. And each other.
With Love,
Rabbi Ariel Sholklapper
Cantor Renee Waghalter
Image: Helping Hand of Jewish Community by Leon Zernitsky

VIRTUAL
SHIR
SHABBAT
SERVICE
JUNE

5

7PM

Join us for our musical Shir Shabbat service
featuring the Shir Shabbat Singers and Cantor Renee Waghalter
Attention: June birthdays & anniversaries...Cantor Waghalter will be honoring you with a special blessing.

Be sure and join us - JUNE 5 @ 7PM
Click here on Friday evenings for Zoom information for our virtual Shabbat service.

TOT SHABBAT IS COMING TO BETH EL - SATURDAY, JUNE 13 @ 10:30AM!
Join our song leader, David Rosen as we engage our youngest members in this virtual
interactive Saturday morning program which will incorporate music and movement to
introduce the history, values, and traditions of Judaism to our children and grandchildren.

David's beautiful voice and love of Judaism will bring this Shabbat experience alive in a
fun and engaging way for the entire family.

Visit our website at

betheltx.org/event/totshabbat

for more information.

2020

JUNE
June 2
Barry Davis ~ Sharyn Hale

June 12
Zev O'Brien-Waghalter ~ Ethan Perry

June 4
Tessa Bersin

June 13
Ann Schneider

June 5
Sharon Linzer ~ Peggy Markowitz ~ Ian Nevo

June 14
Anthony Church ~ Cynthia Katz

June 6
Chiya Allen ~ Ilan Ettinger

June 15
Lilah Adams ~ Marc Frank ~ Shirley Joseph

June 7
Jeanette Melasky

June 17
Aiden Moody ~ Jeffrey Shapiro

June 8
Sophia Bersin

June 21
Collin Potter

June 9
Robert Lestz

June 26
Melvyn Abels ~ Mark Nussbaum

June 10
Marion Pomerantz

June 27
Roberta Rosen

June 11
Joyce Baysinger

June 28
Jude Nickels

2020

JUNE
June 8
Steven & Martha Raskin
June 11
Steven & Shawn Gartzman
June 12
Larry & Debra Linzer ~ Michael & Laurie Mucasey
June 21
Anthony & Reena Church
June 23
Michael & Marcia Cohen
June 24
David & Marci Stein
June 27
Harry & Leticia Himmelstein
June 28
Michael & Peggy Markowitz
June 29
Jeff & Wendy Wormser
June 30
Barry & Wallis Davis

JUNE 2020

YAHRZEITS
June 2

June 7

June 14

June 23

Morris Batagower

Robert Joseph Cohan

Alan Golden

Martin Schulherr

Lynn Schnitzer

Erwin Freschl

Muriel Leavitt

Jack Raderman
June 3

June 24
June 15

Robert Rogal

Pinchas Batagower

June 10

Ruth Brown

Bruce Leson

Irving Pomerantz

Florence Chapman

June 25

Anna Zack

Mark Rose

Marian Miller

Lawrence Cooper

Sandy Schwartz

Meyer Morris

Joseph Lestz

June 4
Sylvia Novy

Elena Wodnicki
June 11

June 26

Sam Baron

June 17

June 5

Dorothy Berger

Paula Spiegel

Johnnie Fackeldey

Harry Grenader

Daniel Forbes

Lisa Weber

Jane Wormser
June 27

June 19

Esther Abels

Joseph Golden
June 6

June 13

David Greenfield

Hyman Cohen
Ruth Harr

Rose Sadek

June 29
Sarah Neider

June 21
Sharon Spiegel

June 30
Ethel Epstein
Dorothy Helsinger
Miriam Rosenzweig

SHAVUOT NO-BAKE CHEESECAKE

Crust:
1 1/2 cups graham cracker crumbs
1/4 cup sugar
6 tbsp melted butter

Crust:
Combined graham cracker crumbs, sugar and melted butter. Line
a 9 inch spring form pan with parchment paper. Press graham
mixture into pan and refrigerate while making the filling.

Filling:

1 1/2 cups heavy whipping cream

In a large bowl beat the cream cheese until smooth. Add powdered
sugar, vanilla and lemon juice and beat until combined well. Pour
heavy whipping cream into another bowl and beat until peaks
form. Add 1/3 whipped cream to the cream cheese mixture and
gently fold it in. Add remaining whipped cream and mix to
combine. Remove crust from refrigerator and add cream cheese
mixture. Use a spatula to smooth out filling over the crust. Seal
with saran wrap and refrigerate for 6 hours to over night.

Topping:

Strawberry topping:

Filling:
16 oz cream cheese at room temperature
1 cup powdered sugar
1 tsp vanilla
2 tsp lemon juice

3 cups fresh or frozen
strawberries quartered
1/4 cup sugar
2 tbsp lemon juice
1 tsp lemon zest

Add all ingredients to a heavy pan and cook over low heat for
about 15 minutes making sure to stir often. Remove from heat
and let cool completely. Once cooled, refrigerate until you
are ready to serve your cheesecake.
Serving cheesecake:
Remove from refrigerator and gently slide a knife along
the sides to loosen. Open spring form pan and remove.
Take a metal spatula and lift slightly from parchment
paper. Slide you plate under to remove from paper.
Top with strawberries and serve!

PRESCHOOL NEWS
This is the last article for a time from our

I want to thank our teachers for their hard work

wonderful CBE Preschool. We Zoomed our way to

and dedication throughout this challenging year! I

the end of the school year. We stayed connected,

also want to thank Rabbi Sholklapper and Cantor

kept in touch and had wonderful experiences. We

Waghalter for their support and guidance

had an amazing Butterfly Release get-together in

throughout the year, our wonderful PTO and

memory of our director, Ms. Kacy Rodriguez. Ms.

parents for their unwavering dedication to the

Marcia, our amazing toddler teacher, raised our

preschool, Norma, Erin and Mr. Gerald for

butterflies and we all met in her front yard, while

supporting the preschool in every way, and a very

social distancing, and let them go. It was so heart-

special thank you to you our Beth El community for

warming to see everyone in person, especially the

supporting us for 28 years! During the hiatus we

little ones! It was a great way to say goodbye.

will be evaluating our community needs and
focusing on a new vision for a Jewish Preschool in

Pre-K Graduation on Zoom was amazing! We had

Fort Bend County and hopefully the pitter-patter

visitors from all around the country, and even from

of little feet, smiles, and giggles of young children

Europe. Our graduates - Lilah Adams, Scarlet

will return to Congregation Beth El once again.

Nickels and Juliette Wade - were adorable. They did
an incredible job memorizing their parts, reciting a

Thank you, everyone stay safe and healthy,

poem and singing songs with Ms. Carolyn. We
laughed, we smiled, and we cried. It was a very

Marilyn Gorel

meaningful and very heart felt ceremony and

CBE Preschool Coordinator

celebration. Everyone who witnessed it was
incredibly moved.

RELIGIOUS SCHOOL NEWS
Now is the time that we begin planning for our upcoming school year. While there are
still many uncertainties, we want to let you know that we are looking at multiple
options. Ideally, we will be back in the classrooms as always, seeing your children’s
smiles and hearing their laughter. Of course, we have to plan for needing to continue
to be socially distant and online learning as well. As we have the summer to work
through the details and see how our community responds, we will plan for both
scenarios. Either way, we plan for your children to have rich, meaningful experiences
while learning about Jewish holidays, Hebrew, and our culture. We will soon send out
a survey to gather more information about what you want to see next year.
I thank you for your flexibility this spring. It has been amazing to teach your students
and be on this journey together. Many fabulous things have happened this spring with
all of your support!
Please feel free to reach out to me if you have any questions.
Michele Croft
Religious School Director

LEARNING
OPPORTUNITIES

Congregation Beth El’s very own Yaffa Steubinger
has scheduled a special class for members to try
her “Strong & Fit Strength Training Class”, a total
body workout using light weights and
repetition. Dress comfortably and wear your
athletic shoes, grab your weights or dumbbells (or
a couple of cans of soup) and your mat and Zoom
into this meeting on Sunday, June 14. The actual
class is from 10 a.m. – 11 a.m. but try to log on
about 9:45 a.m. in order for Yaffa to acquaint you
with some form techniques. No experience
necessary! The class is designed for beginners to
intermediate exercisers and Yaffa will offer ways
to modify some of the moves to accommodate
different abilities. Here is the Zoom
information. Hope to “see” you there!
JOIN

ZOOM

MEETING

HTTPS://US02WEB.ZOOM.US/J/89088575186?
PWD=T0CRWWJQUNI5T0FPK25JRUPNWCTLDZ09

___________________________________________________________________

Strong & Fit Virutal Class with CBE
member Yaffa Steubinger

Learn about Contemporary Reform
Liturgical Music with CBE member
George Starkschall
We all enjoy the Shir Shabbats when we sing along
with David, Ann, Alan, and Joyce. But the songs
we sing on those Friday nights are certainly not
the ones our parents sang. Where does this music
come from and how did it get there? These
questions (and others) will be answered when
George Starkschall gives a presentation on
Contemporary Reform Liturgical Music on the
Congregation Beth El virtual synagogue at 10 am
on Sunday, June 7.To register for this
presentation, click on this link.
JOIN

MEETING
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LEARNING AND MITZVAH
OPPORTUNITIES

Strange shapes and dots and dashes
demystified! Adult from-the-verybeginning Hebrew class. No prior Hebrew
experience required. Included in the
benefits of your membership. Starting in
June over Zoom.

___________________________________________________________________

Adults - Learn Hebrew with
Cantor Waghalter

QUARANTINE PROVIDES MITZVAH
OPPORTUNITY
Jewish tradition regards honoring and

respecting senior citizens, kibud zekaynim, as a
value that reminds us to learn from those who
have come before us. We are looking for families
to adopt some of our seniors, many of whom are
staying safe keeping in their homes, but feeling a
bit isolated. The idea is simple – just reach out
and send a card, plan a visit with appropriate

Contact the cantor as soon as possible so
she can schedule a date and time that
works for everyone interested.
S end email to cantor@betheltx.org

social distancing guidelines, or make a phone call
once a week or every other week. The method
and contact frequency is up to you! Not only will
you be brightening up someone’s quarantined life,
but doing a mitzvah like this is a gift in itself! If
you are interested in this opportunity, have any
questions, or know of someone who could use a
little cheering up, please email Michele Croft
at religiousschool@betheltx.org or call and leave
a message at 281-499-5066. Together, we will get
through this!

Extended through
the summer
Houston’s “Mensch Out” Campaign, benefitting the

“Like Minds would not be the thriving agency it is

Jewish Federation of Greater Houston and the Houston

without our Jewish community wrapping its arms

Jewish Community Foundation’s COVID-19 Emergency

around Melina and me,” said Jenny Gustafson, co-

Appeal, will launch on May 4 in an effort to drive sales

founder of Like Minds Communications. “We were so

and awareness to participating Jewish-owned and

inspired by the list Martha Barvin created to support

Jewish-run restaurants, retailers and businesses. Some

Jewish businesses and felt that by teaming up with two

of the participating businesses will donate up to 15

other powerhouse, Jewish-owned agencies we could

percent of sales on Mondays throughout May (May 4,

develop a win-win campaign that drives business to

May 11, May 18 and May 25) to provide urgent basic needs

Jewish-owned restaurants and retailers throughout

to individuals and families, support community

May, and beyond, while raising dollars for our

organizations and help ensure the continuity and

community members in need.”

viability of Jewish life in Houston through donations.
“We are honored to contribute our teams’ marketing
A survey by the Greater Houston Partnership shows that

savvy to this important cause, supporting fellow

91 percent of small businesses have lost revenue due to

Jewish-owned businesses, when they need it the most,”

COVID-19.The Mensch Out campaign aims to drive

said Allie Danziger, founder and president of Integrate

business to support the Jewish community and the local

Agency. “This resilient group of business leaders have

restaurants and businesses that give back to the

rebounded before, and we know we can again with

community year round. As of press time, some of the

collective support towards these businesses within our

participating businesses, include:

community.”

New York Deli & Coffee Shop
The Bagel Shop Bakery

Funds raised for the COVID-19 Emergency Appeal will

Dessert Gallery Bakery & Cafe

provide urgent basic needs to individuals, families and

Roadster Grill at Eighteen36

seniors, including food, medicine and household

Cuteheads, selling special occasion dresses, and now

supplies, as well as rental payments, utilities and other

adult- and kid-sized masks

necessary bills; help to ensure the continuity of Jewish

Bernie’s Burger Bus

life in Houston, including tuition and program

Mostly Chocolate & Catering

assistance for Jewish education and connections; and

Three Brothers Bakery

support to community organizations.

8th Wonder Brewery
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